ID Scanners

Fast and smooth integrated solution with
ID scanning and reading

By integrating Adaptive Recognition’s advanced ID
verification solutions into the Bosch Access Control
Software AMS or BIS, you can take the next step towards
achieving a fast and convenient Visitor Management.
The ID document readers of Adaptive Recognition are fully
compatible with Bosch’s Visitor Management and provide
a fast and accurate document reading, allowing the Visitor
Management to quickly and efficiently register guests. On
top of that the joint solution can also create allowlists,
ensuring that only those who have clearance - by being
pre-registered or employed by the company - can enter
highly-secured facilities.
In addition to that, Adaptive Recognition’s ID document
readers can read all ICAO standard ID travel documents,
including identity cards, passports, driver’s license,

residence permit and all documents which have MRZ lines.
System integrators looking to create a joint solution - like
the Adaptive Recognition and Bosch system - will also
enjoy our ID document readers for their integration-friendly
nature. Regardless of the facility, all access control systems
managed by Bosch are now fully compatible with Adaptive
Recognition’s ID scanning solutions.

▶

Fast and accurate data capturing

▶

Full compatibility with Bosch’s visitor management
systems

▶

Interchangable equipment

▶

Future-proof hardware and software

Compatibility
Adaptive Recognition

▶

Osmond

▶

Combo Scan

▶

Combo Smart Kiosk

Combo Smart Kiosk

Combo Scan

Osmond

Bosch Security and
Safety Systems
Access Management
System 4.0 and higher
Building Integration
System 4.9 and higher

Airports

Industrial plants

Governmental buildings

Commercial buildings

Key features
▶

Evaluation of events and generation of alarms

▶

Bosch BIS Alarm Management

▶

Information about interruptions

▶

Bosch BIS workflow management

▶

Low false alarm rate

Visitor Management facilitates easy scanning of ID documents

Bosch Security and Safety Systems is a leading global
supplier of security, safety, and communications products,
solutions and services. Protecting lives, buildings and
assets is our aim. The product portfolio includes video
surveillance, intrusion detection, fire detection and
voice evacuation systems as well as access control and
management systems. Professional audio and conference
systems for communication of voice, sound and music
complete the range. Bosch Security and Safety Systems
develops and manufactures in its own plants across
the world.

Founded in 1991, Adaptive Recognition has over three
decades of experience in the OCR market, including
developing and manufacturing advanced passport
readers and related software. After becoming an
industry leader in the OCR technology segment,
Adaptive Recognition is proud to have helped
countless customers worldwide create highly-secure
environments in various business sectors. Thanks to
our decades-long expertise, many companies constantly
refer us from banks and hotels to airports and border
crossing points.

For more information, visit www.boschsecurity.com

For more information, visit www.adaptiverecognition.com

